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ABSTRACT

This paper reports chemical changes that occur in polydicyclopentadiene during thermal oxidation at several temperatures and oxygen pressures. A particular attention was paid to the double bond consumption since these latter are associated with crosslinking and subsequent changes in mechanical properties. A kinetic model was derived from the experimental results. Its rate constants were assessed from the “inverse approach” based on their selective identification under specific ageing conditions (for example under oxygen excess). The resulting model satisfactorily describes both carbonyl formation and double bond consumption for a wide range of temperature and oxygen pressure for the first time. This can be exploited to predict the changes of local mechanical properties.

1. Introduction

Polydicyclopentadiene (PDCPD) is obtained by metathesis of dicyclopentadiene, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This polymerization mechanism (for which the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Chauvin, Grubbs and Schrock in 2005 [1,2]) presents several interests, especially the possibility to prepare a bulk material from a low-viscosity reactive mixture in a short processing time (ca 1 min), without the requirement of external heating. The specificity of this polymerization mechanism is to keep the concentration of double bonds almost unchanged compared to the monomer.

It is well established [3] that the mechanical properties of thermoset polymers depend on:

- cohesive properties (for elastic modulus) which can change during oxidation due to the appearance of new chemical groups (ketones, carboxylic acids …);
- sub-glassy mobility (not always evidenced in PDCPD) for toughness;
- crosslink density (for glass transition and yield properties) which can change with crosslinking or chain scissions.

Many authors have emphasized the effects of thermal oxidation [4] and crosslinking [5] on physical and mechanical properties through experiments (e.g. Tg, rubbery modulus, tensile properties). A recent article [6] reported that the oxidation of PDCPD induces an increase of the rubbery modulus which indicates an oxidation induced crosslinking process. Several reactions can be considered to explain this behavior since both alkyl radicals (P·) and peroxy radicals (POO·) are very reactive and can participate in the coupling between two radicals by a termination process or the reaction with a double bond in a similar way to elastomer oxidation [7].

A reliable lifetime prediction of PDCPD thus requires an accurate description of crosslink density during oxidation. In this contribution, our aim is to monitor the chemical modifications involved in PDCPD crosslinking during its thermal oxidation. Such information will allow a better understanding of the interplay with the variations of the mechanical behavior observed for aged polymers. For this purpose, we will complete the previously established kinetic model [8] by considering reactions involving the PDCPD double bonds and determining their rate constants. Since crosslinking and double bond consumption can originate from reactions with either
P<sup>+</sup> or POO<sup>−</sup> species, our strategy relies on the comparison of the aging behavior under air and under different oxygen pressures [9,10] (which is a way to isolate the specific contribution of some rate constants) following a similar approach to the one used previously for polybutadiene [11] and polychloroprene [12]. Such an experimental approach should help achieve a better separation of the contributions from these two types of reactions. To facilitate this resolution, some approximated analytical calculations, that are intended to orientate the numerical solution, will first be carried out. The extent of agreement between both numerical simulations and analytical solutions will be considered.

2. Experimental

2.1. Material

The poly(dicyclopentadiene) samples under investigation (Telene 1810, Telene SAS) were supplied as a stabilized bulk material prepared by reaction injection molding process (RIM) at about 40 °C. The catalyst used for the metathesis polymerization is a ruthenium salicylaldimine phenylindenylidene complex. By cutting the bulk material with a microtome (RM 2255 Leica), films having a thickness lower than 10 μm were obtained and these were then purified by refluxing in CH<sub>2</sub>Cl<sub>2</sub> (ref 270997 ≥ 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) overnight. It is important to note that this thickness is low enough to avoid the Diffusion-Limited Oxidation effects [13]. Unstabilized samples were stored at −20 °C before ageing.

96% cyclopentene (ref 344508 96%, Sigma-Aldrich), cis-1,4-polybutadiene (ref 181374 Sigma-Aldrich) and polybutadiene (ref 181382 Sigma-Aldrich) were used as model (macro)molecules. The cis-1,4, trans-1,4, and vinyl-1,2 unit contents of both homopolymers of polybutadiene (from supplier data) are provided in Table 1.

2.2. Exposure conditions

Two distinct kinds of exposure conditions are considered in this study. Samples were exposed at various temperatures (30 °C, 50 °C, 70 °C), either in air-ventilated ovens at atmospheric pressure or in autoclaves at different oxygen pressures between 0.2 MPa and 1 MPa. Exposures at 20 °C were performed in air-conditioned room of the lab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Microstructure (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cis-1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Preparation and characterization

2.3.1. Fourier transform InfraRed spectroscopy

The FTIR spectra were collected on a Frontier spectrometer (PerkinElmer), as the average of 4 scans performed over a spectral range from 400 to 4000 cm<sup>−1</sup>, with a resolution of 4 cm<sup>−1</sup>. Spectra were then analyzed with Spectrum™ software.

The concentrations of carboxyls generated by oxidation were calculated using the Beer-Lambert equation with a molar absorptivity of 300 mol<sup>−1</sup> cm<sup>−1</sup> [4] at 1710 cm<sup>−1</sup>. The double bond concentration methods will be detailed later.

To better assess this latter, some comparisons were made with:

- Cyclopentene: a few drops were placed on a KBr window with an optical path of 0.05 mm (ref 1921 supplied by Eurolabo) to verify the assignment of the absorption bands from the carbon-carbon double bonds and to calculate their molar absorptivities.
- Polybutadienes casted on a KBr disk from a chloroform solution. The analyses, performed after complete solvent evaporation, aimed at verifying the assignment of the absorption bands from the carbon-carbon double bonds.

2.3.2. Differential scanning calorimetry

The hydroperoxide concentration was measured using a Q10 DSC calorimeter (TA Instrument) driven by Q Series Explorer™ software [14,15]. Temperature and enthalpy calibrations were first calibrated with an indium standard. Approximately 0.3 mg of virgin or oxidized samples were heated from 20 to 300 °C, at a heating rate of 10 °C min<sup>−1</sup> in a sealed aluminium pan. This heating procedure was performed under an inert atmosphere obtained using nitrogen as a purge gas at a flow rate of 50 ml min<sup>−1</sup>. Results were processed using the TA Analysis software. The values of exotherms ascribed to hydroperoxides were converted into concentrations using ΔH = 440 kJ mol<sup>−1</sup> [8].

2.3.3. SO<sub>2</sub> treatment

Degraded samples (5 mg) were placed in closed vessels and immersed in solutions of 5 mg of Na<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>3</sub> (ref 71988 Sigma Aldrich) in 10 ml HCl (ref 40253 Sigma Aldrich, 37 wt % in H<sub>2</sub>O) in which SO<sub>2</sub> was generated in situ for 24 h at room temperature [14].

2.3.4. Solid-state NMR

<sup>1</sup>H solid-state NMR spectroscopy was used to determine the carbon-carbon double bond concentration. The NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker Avance III NMR spectrometer operating at a <sup>1</sup>H Larmor frequency of 700.14 MHz, equipped with an ultrafast MAS 1.3 mm double-resonance <sup>1</sup>H-X probe spinning up to 67 kHz. <sup>1</sup>H one-pulse experiments were carried out with a 90°-<sup>1</sup>H pulse length of 2.0 μs and the recycle delay was varied between 20 s and 120 s, depending on the T<sub>1</sub>(<sup>1</sup>H) relaxation. The <sup>1</sup>H
chemical shift values were referenced using adamantane as an external reference (1.91 ppm with respect to TMS).

2.3.5. Tensile tests
Tensile tests were performed using 60 μm thick samples in order to obtain homogeneous oxidation through the sample thickness. Samples were cut in a dogbone shape with an initial working length of 10 mm. They were tested after several ageing durations at 80 °C in air using an Instron test machine with a 50 N load cell and strain measured by Digital Image Correlation. For each condition, at least 8 samples were characterized in order to ensure reliability of results.

3. Results

3.1. Detection and quantification of hydroperoxides

The changes in chemical structures of PDCPD exposed at 50 °C under air were monitored by FTIR spectroscopy. An increase of the absorption band at ca 3400 cm⁻¹, corresponding to hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups, is observed on Fig. 2a. This broad band results from various species such as hydroperoxides, alcohols or carboxylic acids, all of which are oxidation products occurring in the thermal oxidation of other hydrocarbon polymers [14]. It is however difficult to distinguish these different species basing on the FTIR data.

Hydroperoxides, which are the key species of the oxidation mechanism, can also be selectively detected and quantified by other chemical or thermal methods [14]. The DSC traces of PDCPD samples oxidized at 70 °C (Fig. 3a) show that the enthalpy change for the exotherm centered at about 150 °C increases with the exposure time. Moreover, this exotherm disappears upon treatment by sulfur dioxide. It is noteworthy that no residual exotherm was detected after SO₂ treatment for several PDCPD samples subjected to thermal oxidation at varying temperatures (50 and 70 °C) and times corresponding to the maximal enthalpy release (10 h at 50 °C and 4 h at 70 °C).

This exotherm is hence attributed to the decomposition of hydroperoxides (POOH) depicted in Fig. 4, the formation of which results from the propagation step schematized in Scheme 1.

Fig. 2. Changes in the FTIR spectra of PDCPD exposed at 50 °C in air.
hydroperoxide (depending at least on bond dissociation of the C-H precursor, and hindrance) will not be discussed here.

The POOH concentration was assessed from the value of the exotherm. Fig. 3b shows, for 50 °C and in Fig. 3c for 70 °C, the growth curve of hydroperoxides as a function of the aging time, which has been confirmed experimentally by other authors [16].

3.2. Concentration of double bonds

In virgin PDCPD

Since the concentration of double bonds in the unaged PDCPD is needed in order to propose a kinetic model, FTIR experiments were first used to determine this quantity. The assignment of characteristic absorption bands for double bonds, reported in Fig. 2a and b, has been verified using model molecules (cyclopentene and polybutadiene homopolymers, Fig. 5) and was found to be in agreement with the literature. More precisely, the peak at 3049 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 2a) is attributed to \( \omega(=C-H) \) for cyclic cis double bonds, as confirmed by the FTIR spectrum of cyclopentene (Fig. 5a) [17,18]. The peak at 973 cm⁻¹ is related to \( \omega(=C-H) \) for acyclic trans double bonds, as also observed for a polybutadiene homopolymer with 55% of trans-1,4 units (Fig. 5b) [17,19,20].

The cis = C-H wagging bands for cis dialkyl ethylenes are located in the 720–680 cm⁻¹ region, even though this band is less dependable for structural elucidation [20]. Two peaks may be observed on the FTIR spectrum of PDCPD near this range, at 733 and 709 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 5c). Nava and al [19]. proved that polybutadienes differing by their 1,2 vinyl, 1,4 cis and 1,4 trans content always display a medium-strong band in the 728-750 cm⁻¹ region corresponding to cis \( \omega(=C-H) \) so that the band at 733 cm⁻¹ is attributed to acyclic cis double bonds [3].

The total double bond concentration within PDCPD is the sum of three contributions corresponding to cyclic cis -HC=CH- bonds, acyclic cis -HC=CH- bonds and acyclic trans -HC=CH- bonds:

\[
[C = C] = [C = C]_{\text{cyclic cis double bond}} + [C = C]_{\text{acyclic cis double bond}} + [C = C]_{\text{acyclic trans double bond}}
\]

Using values of molar absorptivity equal to 19 l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for cyclic cis -H=CH-C, 60 l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for cis vinylene units (R-CH=CHR') [21], and 100 l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for trans vinylene units (R-CH=CHR') [22], this concentration can be expressed as:

\[
[C = C] = \frac{\gamma C - H_{3049}}{2} + \frac{\gamma C - H_{973}}{2} + \frac{\gamma C - H_{733}}{2} = \frac{1}{2} \times \left( \frac{A_{3049}}{\epsilon_{3049}} + \frac{A_{733}}{\epsilon_{733}} + \frac{A_{973}}{\epsilon_{973}} \right)
\]

As a result, the double bond concentration of purified, unaged PDCPD is found to be about 10–13 mol. 1⁻¹. It must be acknowledged that the relative concentration of acyclic and cyclic double bonds does not match well with the expected values (their concentration should theoretically be the same) but this has a very limited consequence on the following of our work since we only will model the overall double bond decay. At room temperature, PDCPD is in the glassy state and the low extent of molecular mobility results in an inefficient motional averaging of the \(^1\)H–\(^1\)H dipolar couplings and thus, in a significant broadening of the \(^1\)H NMR peaks. Such a situation renders the contribution from chemically-distinct protons difficult to resolve on the \(^1\)H NMR spectrum of bulk PDCPD. For this reason, \(^1\)H solid-state NMR experiments on PDCPD were performed at high magnetic field (\(^1\)H Larmor frequency \( f_0 \) of 700 MHz) in order to improve the

Fig. 3. DSC thermograms for purified PDCPD samples before oxidation (−−−), and after oxidation for various exposure times at 70 °C, followed by SO2 treatment (−−−−) (a); Changes in hydroperoxide concentration with the ageing time measured by DSC (●) and simulation runs (−−−) at 50 °C (b) and at 70 °C (c).

It should be noted that several kinds of hydroperoxides can actually be formed (Fig. 4). The relative probability of each kind of
separation between the contributions from the different kinds of protons involved in unaged PDCPD. In addition, the $^1$H one-pulse experiments were performed under sample rotation at an ultrafast spinning frequency ($v_1 = 50$ kHz). The combination of both experimental conditions led to a clear separation of the peaks related to -CH=$=$ and saturated CH/CH$_2$ protons (Fig. 6) and thus enables a rather accurate quantification of the amount of double bonds. The peak at 5.6 ppm is assigned to the -CH=$=$ protons whereas the one at 2.7 ppm corresponds to the superimposition of the contributions from the saturated CH and CH$_2$ protons. The deconvolution of the $^1$H NMR spectrum of unaged PDCPD recorded under quantitative conditions was performed using two components with a Voigt line shape. The ratio between the areas of these components was found to be 1.99, i.e. very close to the value expected by considering the chemical structure of PDCPD. From these solid-state NMR results, the double bond concentration for unaged PDCPD was estimated to be 13 mol l$^{-1}$, which is in good agreement with the value deduced from FTIR experiments and also consistent with the theoretical value $2 \times \rho/M_m$ ($\rho$ is the density = 1045 g l$^{-1}$ and $M_m$ the molar mass of the monomer). This latter is expected to be about 15 mol l$^{-1}$ having in mind that part of double bonds can disappear during the curing process and given the uncertainties on molar absorbivities. It is possible that the strong heat release during PDCPD polymerization induces a very high crosslinking level (consistently with the higher density value than in Ref. [23]) and the disappearance of hexahydropentalene groups. This would explain why the $\beta$ relaxation process (associated to hexahydropentalene groups [24]) is absent in our case and why the double bond concentration is lower than 15 mol l$^{-1}$.

② In oxidized PDCPD

The comparison of the IR spectra obtained on virgin PDCPD and PDCPD thermo-oxidized at 50 °C under air (Fig. 2a and b) shows a decrease of the concentration of all types of double bonds, which indicates reactions between double bonds and radicals (Scheme 2).

Addition reactions of alkyl radicals (Scheme 2a) could be a possible way of PDCPD crosslinking. This situation differs from the addition of peroxy radicals (Scheme 2b) which does not lead to crosslinking, due to the formation of epoxide products. The occurrence of the reactions depicted in Scheme 2b during the thermo-oxidation of PDCPD at 50 °C is evidenced, from an experimental point of view, by the FTIR measurements which indicate the formation of epoxides (Fig. 2d).

Fig. 7a shows the changes of the concentration of each kind of double bond as a function of the exposure time at 50 °C. The corresponding consumption rates, determined as the maximal slope in Fig. 7b, are compared in Table 2. Conformational effects could explain a difference in reactivity with each kind of double bond. In a first approach, we considered the values for each kind of double bond to be almost the same, so that we will assume in the following that the reactivity of each of them is ruled by the same set of rate constants (NB: this hypothesis also allows to avoid mistakes due to uncertainties on the molar absorbivities).

The same experiments in air were performed at other ageing temperatures (20 °C, 30 °C and 70 °C) decreases in double bonds for the aged PDCPD are reported in Fig. 8a. The results obtained at a given temperature (30 °C), under different oxygen pressures, are shown in Fig. 8b while Fig. 8c depicts the variation of the double bond concentration with the exposure time, when the ageing is performed under 1 MPa oxygen pressure, at different temperatures. All these data indicate that the double bond consumption rate increases with temperature and oxygen pressure. Besides, the double bond consumption rates are almost the same for ageing under 0.2 MPa and 1 MPa. This feature leads us to consider oxidation under 1 MPa as “representative” of the “oxyzen excess conditions” in which P$^\cdot$ is almost instantaneously converted into POO$^\cdot$ so that analytical assessment of some rate constants is justified (see “Discussion”).

Fig. 9 shows $^1$H NMR spectrum of PDCPD after various aging time values (4 h, 7 h and 25 h) at 50 °C under air. After 4 h, the $^1$H NMR spectrum remains qualitatively similar to the one of the unaged PDCPD (Fig. 9). The main difference stands in the presence of a peak of weak amplitude at 2.1 ppm. This contribution, which becomes again more significant after 7 h at 50 °C, may be assigned to protons from CH, CH$_2$ or CH$_3$ covalently linked to C=O groups. This result is in agreement with the reactions proposed in Schemes 3 and 4, as well as with the carbonyl build-up derived from FTIR measurements (Figs. 10 and 11); as the CH$_2$-C=O protons detected by solid-state NMR, the fraction of carbonyl groups is rather low, but detectable, after 4 h at 50 °C, that is to say just above the induction period, while after 7 h, the concentration of these species (CH$_2$-C=O (NMR) and C=O (FTIR)) becomes significant. Interestingly, after 7 h, another change induced by thermal oxidation may be observed on the $^1$H NMR spectrum. An additional contribution between the two peaks of unaged PDCPD (2.7 ppm and 5.6 ppm) can also be observed after 7 h, as a shoulder around 4.0 ppm, in the high-frequency side of the peak at 2.7 ppm. After an exposure for 25 h at 50 °C, the amplitude of this contribution gets higher and is now detected as a well-resolved peak at 4.5 ppm, corresponding to the proton(s) from O-CH or O-CH$_2$ groups. At this stage, it is worth noting that this peak does not result from the protons of the epoxy rings formed during the thermo-oxidation at 50 °C (Fig. 2d). These latter should indeed give rise to peaks overlapping the broad line at 2.7 ppm.

Let us now consider the variation of the double bond...
concentration with the aging time at 50°C. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the relative amplitude of the peak at 5.6 ppm decreases during aging while it also displays a significant broadening. Due to the chemical modification of the PDCPD matrix, a distribution of the local region surrounding the \( \equiv \text{CH} \)- protons, inducing a distribution of the \(^1\text{H}\) chemical shift value, occurs. The area under the peak at 5.6 ppm should thus be considered, in order to investigate the decrease in double bond concentration with the exposure time at 50°C. The deconvolution performed in the case of the unaged PDCPD was not used because above 7 h of thermal aging, at least four contributions, with a significant overlap for some of them, are involved in the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum. The interplay between the different fitting parameters would then lead to a significant inaccuracy on the fraction \( f \) of protons involved in double bonds within aged PDCPD. To circumvent this difficulty, \( f \) was determined using half of the peak area \( A_{-\text{CH} \equiv} \), integrating from the high frequency side down to the peak maximum frequency. \( f \) may indeed be estimated by calculating \( 2 \times A_{-\text{CH} \equiv}/A_{\text{total}} \), \( A_{\text{total}} \) denoting the total area under the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum.

It is interesting to note that the NMR and FTIR methods give almost the same trend for samples aged for 0, 4 and 7 h. At very high oxidation levels (i.e. 25 h and more), which is not the aim of this paper, a discrepancy can be observed between NMR and FTIR. Even if it is not the subject of this study it could be possible that conjugated structures are formed and display shifted absorptions for vinyl C-H. In other words, NMR detects the total amount of residual double bonds whereas FTIR detects the unreacted ones (which is the “fuel” of the oxidation process). We however acknowledge that this argument cannot be verified in the present paper so that the mechanism of degradation at high conversion degree remains an open issue. Our approach, which considers mainly low degradation levels, is supported by the fact that mechanical behavior of PDCPD is largely affected by low levels of oxidation (Fig. 12).

Lastly, one should also note that a peak at 9.7 ppm characterized by a weak, but increasing amplitude is observed on the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectra of the aged PDCPD (see Appendix 1). These protons may be related to carboxylic acid protons or aldehydic protons, this latter assignment being in agreement with the reactions proposed in Scheme 3.

### 3.3. Formation of carbonyls

The FTIR measurements reported in Fig. 2c also show the
formation of a band at ca 1710 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to carbonyl functions. As can be seen in Fig. 10a, the shapes of the carbonyl band are similar under different oxidation conditions (temperature, oxygen pressure) which means that the corresponding oxidation products of PDCPD involve the same kind of carbonyl groups. They can originate from alkoxy radicals formed during:

- the initiation step during which unimolecular and bimolecular hydroperoxide decomposition can occur (Scheme 3):

\[
\text{POOH} \rightarrow \text{PO}^+ + \cdot \text{OH}
\]

\[
\text{POOH} + \text{POOH} \rightarrow \text{POO}^+ + \text{PO}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

- the termination step by disproportionation by a Russell mechanism [25,26] (Scheme 4),

- the decomposition of POOP\(^+\) (Scheme 2) that rearrange into PO\(^2\)
The concentration in carbonyl increases with ageing time accompanied a period of induction (Fig. 10b). Meanwhile, the double bond concentration decreases as a function of ageing time with a period of induction. The kinetics of carbonyl build-up under several conditions are shown in Fig. 11a–c. For all conditions considered here, carbonyl formation over ageing time follows the same behavior. First an induction period is observed where carbonyl concentration remains very low, and then a classic self-acceleration form occurs. It appears, as expected, that an increase in temperature leads to a decrease of the induction period and an increase in oxidation rate. The oxidation process can also be accelerated by increasing oxygen pressure between 0.02 MPa and 0.5 MPa (Fig. 11b). Above 0.5 MPa, the oxidation process is not affected by oxygen pressure anymore showing that 0.5 MPa can be considered as the critical pressure. This behavior is observed for all ageing temperatures (Fig. 11c).

The carbonyl build-up obtained under 1 MPa oxygen pressure at different temperatures ranging between 20°C and 70°C (Fig. 11c) also display the self-accelerated shape mentioned above.

### 3.4. Formation of epoxides

FTIR spectra of thermo-oxidized PDCPD (Fig. 2d) display two bands at ca 852 cm⁻¹ and 837 cm⁻¹ that correspond to the symmetric ring deformation of epoxides. Such oxidation products are also involved in the thermo-oxidative behavior of polybutadiene [7]. The intensity of these absorption bands continuously increases during aging in air at 50°C, but remains very weak. Consistently with NMR data (Fig. 9), those species will be neglected in the following.

### 3.5. Mechanical properties

Tensile behavior of 60 μm thick films aged at 80°C are represented in Fig. 12 for several concentrations of carbonyls and double bonds. It clearly appears that oxidation leads to a decrease in strain at break as well as an increase in stress at yield. Moreover the decrease in maximal strain can be related to concentration of remaining double bonds and formed carbonyls. This means that...
using a model able to predict chemical changes during oxidation would allow the mechanical behavior of the polymer considered here to be evaluated.

4. Discussion

The aim of this section is to derive a kinetic model based on the proposed chemical reactions and the reported chemical changes under several ageing conditions in relation to the changes in mechanical properties.

4.1. Proposal for a kinetic model

According to the experimental data describing chemical changes of thermo-oxidized PDCPD reported above, the following mechanistic scheme may be used for modeling the kinetic curves obtained during the ageing of PDCPD:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (1u) \text{POOH} \rightarrow 2\text{P}^+ + \gamma_1 \text{P} = \text{O} \\
& (1b) \text{POOH} + \text{POOH} \rightarrow \text{P}^- + \text{POO}^+ + \gamma_1 \text{P} = \text{O} \\
& (2) \text{P}^+ + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{POO}^+ \\
& (3) \text{POO}^+ + \text{PH} \rightarrow \text{POOH} + \text{P} \\
& (A-1) \text{P}^+ + \text{C} = \text{C} \rightarrow \text{crosslinking} + \text{P} \\
& (A-2) \text{POO}^+ + \text{C} = \text{C} \rightarrow \gamma_1 \text{P} = \text{O} + \text{P} \\
& (4) \text{P}^+ + \text{P}^- \rightarrow \gamma_4 \text{crosslinking} + (1-\gamma_4)\text{P}=	ext{C} = \text{C} + (1-\gamma_4)\text{PH} \\
& (5) \text{P}^- + \text{POO}^+ \rightarrow \gamma_5 \text{POOP} + \gamma_5 \text{crosslinking} + (1-\gamma_5)\text{POOH} + (1-\gamma_5)\text{C} = \text{C} \\
& (6) \text{POO}^+ + \text{POO}^+ \rightarrow \text{P}^- + \text{O} + \text{POH}
\end{align*}
\]

For summarize, it can be considered as an adaptation of the mechanistic scheme proposed by Tobolski et al. [27] for the autoxidation of hydrocarbons (reactions 1u, 1b, 2, 3 and 6), together with some specific reactions for the reactivity of double bonds (reactions (a1) and (a2) [7,12,28]) and the effect of oxygen pressure (or concentration (reactions (4) and (5) [7]).

\( \gamma_1 \), \( \gamma_4 \) and \( \gamma_5 \) are the yields respectively for carbonyls from PO\(^+\) decomposition, crosslinking from \( \text{P}^- + \text{P}^+ \) and \( \text{P}^- + \text{POO}^+ \) coupling. \( \gamma_1 \) was estimated close to 0.25 [29]. \( \gamma_4 \) was fixed equal to 0, and it was checked that the numerical model was found to be insensitive to the value of \( \gamma_5 \) fixed equal to 0 since no POOP were detected in DSC.

\([\text{O}_2]\) can be calculated by the following equation: \( [\text{O}_2] = S_{\text{O}_2} \times P_{\text{O}_2} \).

\( S_{\text{O}_2} \) is the solubility coefficient of oxygen in PDCPD:

\( S_{\text{O}_2} = 10^{-7} \text{ mol l}^{-1} \text{ Pa}^{-1} [13] \)

In this work, the PDCPD films are thin enough (5-7 \( \mu \text{m} \)) to neglect the gradient of oxygen concentration through the thickness. The initiation step is composed of uni- and bi-molecular decompositions of POOH. It is here considered that both reactions may proceed simultaneously even if under high oxygen pressures,
Fig. 10. Infrared absorption bands of the carbonyl groups resulting from the ageing of PDCPD under various conditions (temperature, oxygen pressure) (a). Changes in the concentration of carbonyls ( ■) and double bonds ( ●) during ageing at 50 °C under air (b).

Fig. 11. Variation of the carbonyl concentration as a function of the exposure time, for different ageing conditions of PDCPD: in air, at different temperatures (a); at 30 °C, under different oxygen pressures (b) under 1 MPa oxygen pressure, at different temperatures (c).
the oxidation is predominately bimolecular [7]. Under low oxygen pressures, the concentration of hydroperoxides is low. This feature is presently under investigation [29].

The resulting system of differential equations can be derived from the kinetic scheme (Appendix 2). It can be resolved with the following boundary values at t = 0:

\[ [\text{C} = \text{C}]_0 = [\text{C} = \text{C}]_0 = 13 \text{ mol} \cdot \text{l}^{-1} \text{ (adjusted from FTIR measurements)} \]

\[ [\text{PH}] = [\text{PH}]_0 = 2 \text{[C=Cl]}_0 \text{ (since each double bond is surrounded by two allylic C-H likely to react in the oxidation process)} \]

\[ [\text{P}^+]_0 = [\text{POO}^-]_0 = 0 \]

\[ [\text{POOH}] = [\text{POOH}]_0 = 10^{-2} \text{ mol} \cdot \text{l}^{-1} \]

In order to solve the inverse problem, an analytical approach will be used, assuming some simplifications:

- The initiation step is considered as being predominantly bimolecular in the steady state where POOH is maximal.
- The maximum carbonyl growth rate is considered to be close to the theoretical steady-state rate, which may be calculated by assuming the substrate consumption to be negligible. Therefore, under this assumption, the steady state is considered to be reached at low conversion.

### 4.2. Analytical solution and estimation of the termination and propagation rate constants

The steady-state regime implies that:

\[ \frac{d[P^+]}{dt} + \frac{d[POO^-]}{dt} = 0 \]

\[ \frac{d[POOH]}{dt} = 0 \]

Combined with equations given in Appendix 1, it gives:

\[ 2k_{1b}[POOH]^2 = 2k_4[P^+]^2 + 2k_5[P^+'][POO'] + 2k_6[POO']^2 \]

\[ 2k_{1b}[POOH]^2 = k_3[POO'][PH] + k_5(1 - \gamma_5)[P^+'][POO'] \]

In the oxygen-excess regime, the termination reactions (4), (5) and the addition reactions (A-1) can be suppressed, and the following expressions for the concentration of reactive species may be derived:

\[ [POO']_\infty = \frac{k_3[PH]}{2k_6} \]

\[ [POOH]_\infty = \frac{k_3[PH]}{2\sqrt{k_{1b}k_6}} \]

Therefore, the rate of carbonyl production under oxygen excess can be described by the following equation:

\[ r_{\text{oxygen excess}} = \frac{d[P]}{dt} = \left( \gamma_1 + 1 \right) k_3 [POO']^2 + \gamma_1 k_4 k_5 [PH] \]

\[ = \frac{\left( \gamma_1 + 1 \right) k_3^2 [PH]^2}{4k_6} + \frac{\gamma_1 k_4 k_5 k_6 [PH]^2}{4k_6} \]

Similarly, in the oxygen-excess regime, the consumption rate of double bonds is expressed as:

\[ r_{\text{C-H}} = \frac{d(C = C)}{dt} = k_{12} [POO'][C = C] = \frac{k_{12} k_3 k_6 [PH][C = C]}{2k_6} \]

\[ = \frac{k_{12} k_3 [C = C]^2}{k_6} \]

Our strategy is the following:

- \( k_2 = 10^{8} \text{ mol} \cdot \text{l}^{-1} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) [28] and \( k_3 [7] \) are chosen from literature values.
- \( k_{1b} \) are obtained by means of the thermolysis of hydroperoxides [29].

As a result, \( k_{12} \) and \( k_6 \) may be calculated according to the following equation:

\[ k_6 = \frac{(\gamma_1 + 1)k_3^2 [PH]^2}{4(r_{\text{oxygen excess}} - \gamma_1 r_{\text{C-H}})} \]

\[ \frac{k_{12} k_3}{k_6 [C = C]^2} \]

The values of \( k_6 \) and \( k_{12} \) deduced from this analytical calculation are compared with values obtained for rubbery polymers (polysisoprene [28], polychloroprene [12]) and model molecules (cyclopentene [30], indene) as shown in Fig. 10. The fact that they are several orders of magnitude lower for PDPCD than for rubbery polymers and liquid compounds (Fig. 13) can be discussed in terms of mobility-controlled reactions. To summarize and complete previously given explanations [8,3]:

- POO' reactivity is lowered because of control by segmental relaxation,
- this impacts very strongly POO' + POO' termination reactions.

Data from Fig. 10b suggests that this effect if lower for
POO$^+$ + C–C reaction consistently with the fact that in such reactions, C–C are in high concentration and their reactivity is not limited by diffusion compared to POO$^+$ + POO$^+$ where the reactivity of the two reactants is limited by diffusion.

4.3. Numerical simulation

Following the analytical resolution of the system of equations reported in Appendix 2, a numerical resolution has been carried out by the inverse method, without the assumptions used in Section 4.2.

In the oxygen-excess regime, only a few parameters play a role in the oxidation kinetics: $k_{1b}, k_2, k_3, k_6$ and $ka_2$. These are first estimated from the analytical approach (see previous paragraph).

Hence, $k_{1u}$, $k_4$ and $k_5$ were estimated from the best fitting of carbonyl, double bonds and hydroperoxide concentrations in air. The value of $k_6$ obtained analytically allows the experimental data related to the carbonyls to be modelled. However, the values of $k_6$ and $ka_2$ have been adjusted in order to account simultaneously for changes over ageing time for POOH, C–O and C–C. Figs. 8c and 11c display the simulation curves for the double bond consumption and the carbonyl build-up in the oxygen-excess regime.

After focusing on the case of PDCPD oxidation under high oxygen pressure, the situation of oxidation under low oxygen pressure is considered. For this purpose, another addition reaction rate constant ($k_{1b}$ corresponding to the reaction of P$^+$ with C=C) and the other termination rate constants ($k_4$ for P$^+$ + P$^+$, $k_5$ for P$^+$ + POO$^+$) should be determined.

Based on the results obtained under excess oxygen, the numerical simulations for PDCPD thermally-oxidized in air were more easily performed. All the values derived from the obtained by simulation in the oxygen-excess regime (i.e. $k_{1u}, k_{1b}, k_2, k_3, k_6, k_{a2}$ and $\gamma_{1b}$) were indeed fixed. Similarly, $k_4$ and $k_5$ and $k_{a1}$ can be obtained by solving the inverse problem. The numerical simulation curves describing the changes over time for carbonyls and double bonds during ageing in air are shown in Figs. 7a and 9a. The resulting kinetic parameters together with their activation energies are presented in Table 3. Most of the “rules” expected for kinetic parameters for radicals processes seem to be verified: $k_4 > k_5 > k_6$ [31], $E_4 - E_5 - 0$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ [7,12,28], $k_{a1} \gg k_{a2}$ [7,12,28]. The values of kinetic parameters remain to be investigated in full with the possible influence of catalyst by-products [13,29]. However, at this stage we now have a kinetic model describing the oxidation of unstabilized PDCPD in cases where oxidation is not limited by oxygen diffusion.

5. Conclusions

The thermal oxidation of PDCPD was studied under several temperatures and oxygen pressures. Beyond an induction period, the ageing was shown to induce a very strong decrease of the double bond concentration together with a strong increase of the carbonyl concentration. These modifications at the chemical level are responsible for significant changes in some of the mechanical properties of thermo-oxidized PDCPD.

A kinetic model was developed on the basis of a reasonable mechanistic scheme so as to simulate and predict the chemical changes occurring in PDCPD during ageing. One of the main issues associated with such kinetic models is the high number of kinetic parameters to be determined. To overcome this concern, ageing of PDCPD under oxygen excess was used to “isolate” some of the key values among the kinetic parameters. The resulting kinetic model can simulate both carbonyl build-up and double bond consumption. Since hydroperoxides are key species of the oxidation process being quantifiable without the use of adjustable parameters (such

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ (°C)</th>
<th>$k_{1u} \times 10^6$</th>
<th>$k_{1b} \times 10^7$</th>
<th>$k_2 \times 10^8$</th>
<th>$k_3 \times 10^8$</th>
<th>$k_4 \times 10^8$</th>
<th>$k_5 \times 10^8$</th>
<th>$k_6$</th>
<th>$k_{a4}$</th>
<th>$k_{a1} \times 10^{-2}$</th>
<th>$k_{a2}$</th>
<th>$k_{a2a}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5468</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_i$</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as yields from a modeling point of view, or absorptivity values from an experimental point of view), the simulation of their formation and consumption was used for a better validation of the kinetic model.

The final kinetic model appears to be suitable at least in the domain of moderate degrees of conversion and allows the extent of PDCPD degradation to be predicted with time, temperature and external oxygen pressure as input parameters. The case of stabilized PDCPD should now be addressed to get closer to practical cases [4,5,6,29].
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**APPENDIX 1**

![Zoom of the one-pulse 1H MAS NMR spectra of purified, unaged and aged PDCPD, recorded at a 1H Larmor frequency $\nu_0$ of 500 MHz. Ageing was carried out at 50 °C under air, for: (a) 0 h, (b) 4 h, (c) 7 h and (d) 25 h.](image)

**Figure A1.** Zoom of the one-pulse 1H MAS NMR spectra of purified, unaged and aged PDCPD, recorded at a 1H Larmor frequency $\nu_0$ of 500 MHz. Ageing was carried out at 50 °C under air, for: (a) 0 h, (b) 4 h, (c) 7 h and (d) 25 h.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[P]}{dt} &= \gamma_{1a}k_{1a}[POOH] + \gamma_{1b}k_{1b}[POOH]^2 + \gamma_{1c}k_{1c}[POO]^2[C = C] \\
&+ k_5[POO]^2 \\
\frac{d[C]}{dt} &= -\gamma_{1a}[C] - \gamma_{1c}k_{1c}[POO]^2[C = C] + (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_4[P]^2 \\
&+ (1 - \gamma_{1c})k_4[P]^2[POO]^2 \\
\frac{d[POOH]}{dt} &= -k_3[POOH] - k_2[POOH]^2 + k_5[POO]^2[PH] \\
&+ k_3[POO][PH] \\
\frac{d[PH]}{dt} &= -(2 - \gamma_{1a})k_{1a}[POOH] - (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_{1b}[POOH]^2 \\
&- k_3[POO][PH] - 2k_4[POO]^2[C = C] - 2k_5[POO]^2[C = C] + (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_4[P]^2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\delta(1H) \text{ (ppm)}\]

**APPENDIX 2**

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta(1H) &= \gamma_{1a}k_{1a}[POOH] + \gamma_{1b}k_{1b}[POOH]^2 + \gamma_{1c}k_{1c}[POO]^2[C = C] \\
&+ k_5[POO]^2 \\
\delta(1H) &= -\gamma_{1a}[C] - \gamma_{1c}k_{1c}[POO]^2[C = C] + (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_4[P]^2 \\
&+ (1 - \gamma_{1c})k_4[P]^2[POO]^2 \\
\delta(1H) &= -k_3[POOH] - k_2[POOH]^2 + k_5[POO]^2[PH] \\
&+ k_3[POO][PH] \\
\delta(1H) &= -(2 - \gamma_{1a})k_{1a}[POOH] - (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_{1b}[POOH]^2 \\
&- k_3[POO][PH] - 2k_4[POO]^2[C = C] - 2k_5[POO]^2[C = C] + (1 - \gamma_{1a})k_4[P]^2 \\
\end{align*}
\]
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